Comparison of DNA double-strand break rejoining as measured by pulsed field gel electrophoresis, neutral sucrose gradient centrifugation and non-unwinding filter elution in irradiated plateau-phase CHO cells.
The initial (up to 30 min) rate of DNA double-strand break (dsb) rejoining was measured in irradiated plateau-phase CHO cells, in a set of parallel experiments using the same cell suspension, by means of non-unwinding filter elution, neutral sucrose gradient centrifugation, and two pulsed-field gel electrophoresis assays: asymmetric field inversion gel electrophoresis (AFIGE) and clamped homogeneous electric field (CHEF) gel electrophoresis. The rate of DNA dsb rejoining was compared to the rate of rejoining of chromatin breaks measured, also in the same cell population, using the technique of premature chromosome condensation (PCC). Two radiation exposures, 25 Gy and/or 50 Gy, were used and applied to the individual parts of the experiments according to the sensitivity of the assay under investigation. Similar values for the initial rate of DNA dsb rejoining were obtained with all assays used, with t 1/2 ranging between 10 and 12 min after exposure to 25 Gy and between 15 and 20 min after exposure to 50 Gy. The initial rate of rejoining of chromatin breaks was slower than that of DNA dsb and occurred with t 1/2 of 87 min. The results suggest that all major techniques currently used for assaying rejoining of DNA dsb give similar results despite their widely different biophysical basis, and indicate that more information is required before a direct correlation between rejoining of DNA dsb and rejoining of chromatin breaks can be established.